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World
Ginseng
Expo
Geumsan,
Korea
Date
8 Sep - 9 Oct, 2017 (32day)
Venue
The International Ginseng Distribution Center.
Geumsan-gun, Chungnam, Republic of Korea
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The 1st Prize–Sang woon Lee ‘Oaeam Historical Village’(Traditional Culture)
Taken the picture of the reflection of morning in ‘Oaeam Historical Village’(precious culture #236),
Oaeam-ri, Songak-myeon, Asan-si, chungnam. This village was selected ’10 most salubrious village
in South Korea’ and it’s the most famous tourist attraction in Chungnam with noble households,
traditional houses, old houses and stone walls of Chosundynasty(A.D.1392–1910).

The 1st Prize–Byung seong Lee ‘Gung-ri Pine Tree’(Traditional Culture)
The pine tree is standing by a wayside of Chunsooman-ro(National Support Local Road #96), Gungri, Seobu-myeon, Hongsung-goon, Chugnam. The pine tree is a sacred tree that protects villagers
nearby. The photographer wants to express the beauty of Chungnam through the scene of the pine
tree that people used to pray to.
There is no grand prize but four 1st prizes on ‘Chungnam Attraction and Scenery Competition’
which is presented by Chungnam Provincial Government. The main purpose of the competition is
to discover beautiful sceneries and attractions in Chungnam, and many citizens had interest in
this competition. There was no boundary for genders and ages so in age of 18 years old people to
72 years old people were participated in the event. The photographer Byung seong Lee’s ‘Gung-ri
Pine Tree’, which won the first prize in Photography, got highest score by expressing the scenery of
beautiful sunset uniquely and Sang woon Lee’s ‘Oaeam Historical Village’ received high praise by
the dreamlike scene of morning in the village.

Cover : The 1st Prize–Sang woon Lee ‘Oaeam Historical Village’(Traditional Culture)
Carved the scene of ‘Beautiful Chungnam’ in Pictures and Films
‘Attractions and Scenery Competition’ has successfully been ended that presented by Chungnam-do Provincial Government
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Harmony between Chungnam and the World - ①

Economy_
Pan Yellow
sea

Open the Peace Prosperity
Symbiosis Forum
The Way of Prosperity and
Coexistence of Asia’ 2nd Pan Yellow sea forum

4

The 2nd Pan Yellow sea forum had opened in the Gongju art
center ‘Goma’ by cooperation of Chungnam-do, KAIST Moon
Soul Graduate School of Future Strategy and East Asia Foundation.
The main theme of the forum is ‘The Way of Prosperity and
Coexistence of Asia’. Many experts and great scholars from
KOR·CHN·JAP attended the forum and various discussions and
conferences were held for the improvement of the Pan Yellow sea
area.
In the opening speech, a governor of Chungnam-do An Hee
Jung said. “We need to improve this Pan Yellow sea area as Asian
version of European dream and it will bring more opportunities
and improvements to Chungnam-do. We have to keep this country
in peace from the divided system and as Korea is a part of Asia, we
will work on to keep peace and security in Asia. It is the only way to
lead this country to prosperity. We should get rid of the old-system
from 20th century and move forward to the new Asian dream of
prosperity and coexistence.”
He also said, “The territory of Chungnam-do is from ancient
country, Baekje, which was the kingdom of maritime exchange,
and Gongju·Booyeo·Baekje Historical Areas are historical sites
that could certainly be a clear evidence of trading among ancient
KOR·CHN·JAP. Therefore, it has approved as one of the world
heritage sites by UNESCO last year. This forum is the result of our
effort to inherit their history of exchange and prosperity around
1400 years ago.”
In addition, “There are still various conflicts that occurred in
20th out there, but we shouldn’t bring the conflicts to the future.
KOR·CHN·JAP may overcome the hardships from 20th together
and make the Pan Yellow sea area as a sea of Asian dream.
A cooperative exchange that based on Confucian culture has
2
1

been discussed in ‘Peace’ session, a raising plan for culture and
tourism in the Pan Yellow sea area has been discussed in ‘Prosperity’

2

session, the air pollution issue that came from China has been

2

discussed in ‘Coexistence’ session. The experts who attended the
forum are expected Chungnam-do to lead other local governments

1 2nd Pan Yellow sea Forum Opening Ceremony
2 Forum Scene

in China and Japan for establishing value of the Pan Yellow sea area.
5

Harmony between Chungnam and the World - ②

Economy_
3 Agricultural
Innovations

Agricultural Forum of
3 East Asian Local Governments
in Japan
First opened in Chungnam-do, 2015…
Share 3 Agricultural Policy in Shizuoka, Japan
The 2nd ‘Agricultural Forum of 3 East Asian Local Governments’ has opened in Shizuoka, Japan.
This forum was held by Chungnam-do last year for the first time that related to agricultures in
worldwide, local governments of KOR·CHN·JAP try to find cooperation and solidarity by sharing
their agricultural policies. Around 300 people including the Governor of Chungnam-do An Hee Jung,
the Governor of Shizuoka Kawakatsu Heita, the Ambassador of the Republic of Korea to Japan Lee
Jun kyu, Xi- the Minister of Agriculture of Zhejiang Province of People’s Republic of China Uien Zie
attended the forum this year. The governor An pointed out that agricultural circumstances among 3
countries are different but agreed with changing agricultural policy to focus on public value of farm
villages and farming. The governor An said, “the core of our new agricultural policy is to focus on
building an agricultural infra and make farmers to organize themselves as both manufacturer and

6

provider and make an improvement on their field.” An also said, “I
inspired by Kawakatsu’s words ‘the agricultural products are same
as agricultural arts’.
In addition, “we can build our future together by sharing a
concept of cultivating agricultural art individually.”, and “based
on this concept, we must change our outdated agricultural
system that from 20th century.” Also, in this forum, 11 cases of
agricultural issues from three countries had been shared. Ho-Kim,
the Innovation committee ‘3 innovations of Chungnam-do and
cooperation between food and agriculture’ Junhwan Hwang, the
Committee of Alps Village ‘Happy Alps Village’, Taehoon Ko, the
CEO of Geumsan Black Wild Ginseng, ‘Leading the new market
of ginseng, Geumsan Black Wild Ginseng’.
Meanwhile, the forum was associated with ‘2016 World Tea
Festival’, so 7 agricultural high school students, members of 3
agricultural innovation, tea related private organizations attended
the forum. In ‘2016 World Tea Festival’, ‘2017 Guemsan World
Ginseng Expo’ and ‘Chungnam-do’s Exported Agricultural
Specialty Product’ have been advertised at ‘Agricultural Legacy’
section to designate Geumsan ginsengs’ to the world agricultural
heritage.

1

1

2

1 East Asian ‘Food and Agriculture’ Regional Forum 2016 Scene2 Forum Scene
2 Major personnel meeting
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Day of Guiju & Day of Chungnam - ③

Economy_
3 Agricultural
Innovations

Day of Guizhou &
Day of Chungnam
Continues Relationship between Guizhou
and Chungnam, ‘The Day of Chungnam’
Festival in Guizhou
In this year, Chungnam-do and Guizhou province have been chosen as a ‘Liberal Arts Exchange
City of Korea·China’ and they are planning to strengthen agricultural cooperation between them.
An agricultural delegation of Guizhou visited 3 Agricultural Innovation policy and farming sites
in ChungNam.

The agricultural delegation of Guizhou were consisted of six-members including the Head
of Foreign Trade and Economy Cooperation in Agricultural Committee Xu You, expert of
stockbreeding, expert of fruits and vegetables, expert of agricultural complex and education.
Especially, their main purpose to visit ChungNam was to cooperate about 3 Agricultural
Innovations, stock raising, develop of new variety of vegetables and educate people in controlled
agriculture with ChungNam.
8

The first day of visiting, after they arrived in Incheon Airport, ChungNam-do held a reception
dinner for them at Deoksan Resom Resort in Yesan, and very next day, they had a meeting and
briefing session about polices of 3 Agricultural Innovations. Then they went to Chungnam
Agricultural Research Service as a field trip to understand the development of horticulture
research.

In the afternoon of the day, they saw the examples of Rural Community Design and studied
about a plan for human resource exchanges at Kongju National University, and checked on
agritourism and Urban and Rural Interchange in Asan Ouiam Village. Especially, they discussed
about a plan of exchange of students and teachers, and human resource exchanges in agricultural
techniques between two provinces.

And they spent their schedules to visit Buyeo Button Mushroom Culture Center, Baekje
Cultural Festival, TOBAWOO site, and checked on process of Geumsan Ginseng Expo and plan
for participation and cooperation. Taking this opportunity, Chungnam-do is planning to have
substantive agricultural changes with Guizhou and at the same time, they will spread 3 Agricultural
Innovations as a response system to resolve the problems in agriculture and farm villages.

Authorities of Chunnam-do said, “After 3 Agricultural Forum in last year, 3 Agricultural
Innovations is becoming a common challenge to East Asia, so exchanges of agricultural
information and reciprocal visits are increasing now.” And, “especially, it will be a good
opportunity to find a joint response system to figure out the agricultural problems that both Korea
and China have.
1

2

3

1 Performance by the Dancing and Singing Chorus Group from Guizhou Province
2 The Reception Dinner in Daejeon Government Complex
3 The Welcoming Speech from the Governor of Guizhou Province
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Chungnam Walks Into the World - ①

Economy_
Exportation

Seosan Daesan harbor –
Longyan hobor China
Chungnam↔Overseas Express Operation Era
Will Be Open Next Year

The first international transportation traveling directly between

fully built by starting construction work on international passenger

Chungnam and foreign country is scheduled to open next year. The

terminal and wharf of Daesan Port in 2013 and completing them in

South Korean and Chinese governments agreed to change the type

May 2016.

of international passenger ship on Daesan – Longyan route from
clipper ship to car ferry and begin service next year at a 24th Korea-

Chungcheongnam-do intends to develop Daesan Port into a

China Maritime Talks held in Yangyang, Gangwon Province.

multifunctional integrated port. While it build Daesan Port up as a

Clipper ship is a passenger ship only people can board and car ferry

harbor focusing on export to China by enhancing support function

is a passenger ship which can transport persons, automobiles and

of a Daesan petrochemical complex which is behind the harbor,

freight.

Chungcheongnam-do plans to put the port’s best foot forward as
a Chungcheong region’s only container berth and develop it into

The 339km-long sea route traveling between Daesan Port in
Daesan-eup, Seosan-si, Chungcheongnam-do, Republic of Korea

a tourist port through beginning ferry service for international
passenger ship.

and Longyan Port in Rongcheong-si, Shandong, China will
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open. This is the shortest distance among Korea-China routes.

Daesan Port ranks sixth for handling the quantity of goods

Establishing a regular route of Daesan international passenger ship

transported among 31 trade ports of the whole country and

was decided for the first time at a 18th Korea-China Maritime Talks

especially container traffic is showing the highest increases in the

in 2010, and then infrastructure for operating ferry service was

nation. Also, if Daesan-Dangjin Expressway which is connected

to Dangjin-Daejeon Expressway opens by 2022, Daesan Port

Furthermore, Seosan-si is trying to rush the preparation for

will operate 10 container regular lines which is the largest number

beginning operation of Daesan Port International Passenger Ship by

since its opening as the biggest port in the central part of South

agreeing to change the type of ship which is the greatest challenge of

Korea which combines logistics and tourism and the role of the

opening Daesan–Longyan route. Seosan-si plans to officially operate

first international gate port in Chungcheong region is expected to

international passenger ship around next April after it takes steps to

increase when international passenger route will be open in the

set up joint venture and secure vessels in negotiation with service

future.

provider soon.

1

2

3

1 Daesan Port
2 Longyan Port
3 Ready up car ferry ship
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Chungnam Walks Into the World - ②

Economy_
Exportation

‘Blue ocean’ Pioneer
Markets in Africa
Sent a Trade mission to
Egypt·South Africa…Run until 29th

Chungnam-do is starting to pioneer markets in Africa which are the
new blue ocean.
They announced that they have sent the trade mission to Cairo, Egypt

to sound out those two countries intention to invest. Also, the trade
mission will do market research to both countries.

and Johannesburg, South Africa. To make an energetic exportation

Authorities of Chungnam-do said, “Because of a global business

environment for small-and medium sized businesses in Chungnam-

slump, many countries have interests to markets in Africa instead of

do, they chose members of the trade mission with Small and Medium

exporting to developed countries. African markets are Blue Ocean now,

Business Corporation of Daejeon. The trade mission includes 5

so we sent the trade mission there.” and “by sending the trade mission

companies that have headquarters or factories in Chungnam-do.

to Africa, many business groups in chungnam-do might develop new

Chungnam-do chose the companies after they checked the companies’

global markets to export.”

marketability and will support 40% of the cost for agencies, rent for

Meanwhile, economy of African countries has increased 5-6% every

offices in a country they will stay, car rental fee, hiring translators and

year since 2011, population has increased as 3.4% and this increasing is

flight tickets.

double from global average, so it will be expecting to be more than 2

The trade mission will have export counseling with buyers in Cairo,

12

Egypt, and will have visited consultation in Johannesburg, South Africa

billion in year of 2050.

Chungnam Walks Into the World - ③

Economy_
Exportation

First Exported the Bare Ground
Vegetables to Foreign Market
Agricultural Corporation ‘H Sun Farmers’ 31 tons
Shipments… Opens Taiwanese Market
Especially, H Sun Farmers has made a contract with
competitive farmhouses in their area to export their product to
Taiwanese market, so they has focused on educating farmhouses,
maintaining stability and paying a forehead payment for
cultivation funds to farmhouses.
e company built an agricultural product distribution center
and operating pears, apples, melons, grapes, napa cabbages,
cabbages and onions for domestic circulation and exportation.
At the same time, because of their export contract($7billion till

Fresh bare ground vegetables ‘Baechoo’(Napa cabbage) of
Cheonan caught customers in Taiwan and East Asian markets
and is being exported for the first time.

ends of April, 2017) with Taiwan, they are doing their best to
supply and demand of local agricultural products.
Taking this opportunity, Cheonan is trying to build an export

Agricultural Company Corporation ‘H Sun Farmers’(President

system to foreign markets in Taiwan and East Asia, reviving

Yoo Hyung Roh) made a contract with fresh vegetables

local economy to raise farm incomes by finding excellent

farmhouses in Cheoan area and exported ‘Baechoo’ to the

agricultural products, enhancing cultivation area and advertising

markets in East Asia for the first time.

their products.

Cheonan-si and H Sun Farmers harvested and sorted their

The head of Agricultural Policy division Kim Chung Gu said,

agricultural product at their farm in Gasan-ri, Ipjang-myeon and

“To increase local farmhouses income who are having hard time

exported around 31 tons(about $22,000) to Taiwanese market,

from expansion of FTA, we are going to do our best to discover

and planning to export the product around 190 tons(about

excellent local agricultural products and expand our exportation

$110,000) within the year.

to global market.”
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Chungcheongnam-do, a Global Partner

Economy_
Exportation

Chungnam-do
Attracted Italian Investment
for the First Time
Governor of Chungnam-do An Hee Jung’s visiting
Europe got result, signed-up with Japanese
business groups in secondary batteries and
enhancing future competitive power

Chungnam-do got foreign investment of $70 million from
secondary battery companies in worldwide. Also, they attracted

According to this MOU(Memorandum of Understanding),

Italian investment from an Italian constructional waterproof and

Umicore will invest $70 million to build secondary battery material

adhesive company that has annual sales of about $3 trillion.

factories in the Cheonan 3rd industrial district in Cheonan till 2021

Governor An Hee Jung visited Europe to attract foreign

and its size will be 83,187㎡.

investment and made business agreements with global companies

This global company is running two factories in Cheonan, and

Umicore(Belgium) and Mapei(Italy). At the same time, he and a

planning to construct their 3rd factory in that area to prepare an

deputy mayor Seo Chul Mo made an investment contract with Marc

expending market of electric vehicles and second batteries.

Van Sande(Vice president of Umicore) in Brussels, Belgium about

14

building secondary battery material factories at Cheonan, Korea.

And, they attracted investment from Italian business group for

the first time. Governor An executed MOU on the 29th last month

investment) to the Cheonan(Beoksuk) foreign investment district to

with Giorgio Squinzi(the chairman of Mapei) and Seo Chunl

build a semiconductor part manufacturing plant(9917㎡) till 2017.

Mo(the deputy mayor of Cheonan) at the Headquarter of Mapei in
Milano, Italy.

KOSO also will invest $10million(foreign direct investment) in
the Cheonan 5th foreign investment district to build an industrial

According to MOU, Mapei will invest $15million to build

auto-adjust value manufacturing plant(18,227㎡). Authorities of

a constructional water proof and adhesive factory in a foreign

Chungnam-do said, “It’s very meaningful to have investment

investment area of the Cheonan 5th industrial district. Based on

agreements with four global companies. By the agreements, we

last year’s data, Mapei has 7,500 employees and 67 factories in

can lead the future markets like a secondary battery and electric

32 different countries, and their annual sales is about $3trillion.

vehicles.” And, “We will keep trying to find another country that

Also, Cheonan made an investment agreement with Japanese

we can invest our money and stimulate a foreign investment strategy

business groups, Hana Materials and KOSO. By the agreement,

for the Chungnam-do’s major industries like a semiconductor and

Hana Materials will invest additional $10million(foreign direct

steel.”
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Chungnam opens the Eco-Friendly Era

Economy_
Environment

Chungnam opens
the Eco-Friendly Era,
Preemptive
Response to The
Paris Agreementy
Environmental Research in
Plants and Reduce Green-house
gas, Chungnam-do will tep
forward to ‘Happy Environment’
with citizens

Environmental experience education

Natural ecology commentator

Korea Environmental Education Festival
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It’s almost ends of the era of fossil fuel. Humankind

renewable energy. Business companies support farmhouses

is being endang ered for global climate chang es and

cost to install a new renewable energy facility and farmhouses

environmental pollution.

provide their result of reducing of green-house gas.

The Paris Agreement has been contracted in December

By the agreement between companies and farmhouses,

last year. It’s the establishing of the Paris Agreement and

Seobu Baljeon(Korea Wester n Power Co.,ltd, Taean,

announcement from all the countries in entire world to reduce

Chungnam.) invest $10million($2million annually) to support

use of fossil fuels and increase use of new renewable energy.

engineer protected cultivation and stockbreeding farmhouses

Chungnam-do has presented ‘Happy Environment’ as their

to install the new renewable energy and the energy reduction

main slogan and pushes ahead on various policies with a civil

facility for five years. The expected reduction of green-house

society. They offer to get rid of politic, economy, society,

gas will be 1,615CO2 ton per year.

cultural structure and the cognitive framework that had built
by fossil fuels in 20th century, and to have a vision for the
world after the industrial era.

The head of environmental policy of Chungnam-do Ko
Il Hwan said, “we all have to think about how to reduce
environmental changes all over the world to protect this

For such a reason, Chungnam-do made strategies as a

planet Earth from environmental pollution and destruction

‘comprehensive plan for climate change response’, and a

of ecosystems, and have to think about how to get used to

‘comprehensive plan for environmental protection’. They

climate changes like drought, heavy show and heatwave.”

focus on set up the local level of systemic response and to

And, “first of all, if we use less electricity, we can reduce fine

develop and start a citizen-centered environmental policy.

dust and don’t have to build more heat power plants.” He

Chungnam-do is conducting a ‘One Person Reducing 1t

also said, “Chungnam-do will protect environment by hearing

of Green-house gas’ campaign. It is their effort to reduce

people’s opinions in environmental innovation academy and

using of green-house gas in the Paris Agreement. Especially,

environmental education conference.”

they decided to expand one of their environmental policies,
the Carbon Point Policy, to citizens who economized using
of electricity and water in their living places. By this policy
change, people who reduce their using of electricity and water
over 8% from this July to June in next year will about $500
– $7,000 as an incentive. People can join the Carbon Point
Policy in the website(www.cpoint.or.kr) or each eup, myeon,
dong office(community service center).
Korea Environmental Education Festival

Chungnam-do is also conducting a village-based policy.
They made a rest area for heatwave in Dongmoon-ri, Taeaneup, and built an alternative energy generating unit to ‘Ildae
Village’ in Asan and ‘Shindu 3-ri Village’. At the same
time, they educated one hundred-five consultants to have
a consulting about green-house gas in stores, houses and
schools.
And they are building up the cooperation system between
business companies and farmhouses to spread the new

Environmental experience education
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Meeting with global leaders - ①

Economy_
Harmony

Expends Cooperation and
diplomacy with Japanese Local
Government
Administrator of Chungnam-do Yoon Jong In,
Visiting Japan Until 11th… Will Benchmarking
Hydrogen Economy

Administrator of Chungnam-do Yoon Jong In visited Japan

structures and global business groups then find industrial

to improve the relationship between Chungnam-do and the

characteristics in Japanese economy and do benchmarking their

Japanese local government. Yoon attended ‘the 7th East Asia

hydrogen energy policy.

Local Government Conference’ in Nara city, Nara province.

At METI(Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry)

Kitaoka Shinichi, the emerita professor of Tokyo University,

of Japan, Yoon will advertise the ‘1st Hydrogen Energy

had a keynote speech and representatives in the conference had

International Forum of Chungnam-do’ that Chungnam-do

a provincial government discussion.

is holding next month in Gongju-si, and invite experts of

In the conference, Yoon shared the case of eco-friendly
city and salubrious, and the ‘case of Naepo New Town’ based

The chief director of Asian Countries Hong Man Pyo said,

on examples of U-city, which is a safe sustainable city. The

“Provincial governments of Asian countries must have a global

conference will be holding for four days with diverse topics as

vision. We will share our experiences and knowledges with local

‘building a village and district’, ‘development of agriculture and

governments in Asian countries, and try to set-up the joint

local economy’ and ‘plans to reduce low birthrate’.

response system for issues we have.”

Yoon will visit Tokyo, Japan in 8th to look around main
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hydrogen energy.

Meeting with global leaders - ②

Culture_
Amenities

Expends Exchanges and
Cooperation with Vietnam
Governor An Hee Jung,
Discussed Cooperation with the Party chief Pham
Van Lan

Governor An Hee Jung had a visit from Pham Van Lan, who

Long An, which is becoming famous of getting foreign

is the party chief of Long an Province, Vietnam, and discussed

investments in present days, is located in a south part of

about expending the relationship and cooperation between

Vietnam. The land of province is 4492㎢ and population is

Chungnam-do and Long An.

around 1.42milion. Chungnam-do made a partnership with

In the meeting, they promised establishing various exchanges

Long An in June, 2005 and is having vigorous exchanges with

and collaborations, and building-up working level meetings

them like governors’ visiting each other’s province, exchanging

together.

of youth organizations, inviting civil servants of Long An to

Also, they both agreed to expend their relationship in
exchange and cooperation to make a benefit for the people in
both provinces in economy.

Chungnam-do, and Baekje Cultural Festival and Geumsan
International Ginseng Expo.
Chungnam-do is expecting to take advantages about this

At the same time, they also agreed to support private

exchange and cooperation because Long An ranks on the

interchange like adolescent and culture, to develop educational

second place among 13 cities near Mekong river area about

research institutes by cooperation, and to attract visitors by

getting investments from foreign companies and it’s close to Ho

developing tour packages and advertisement.

Chi Min city.
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Culture_
Amenities

Baekje,
Embraces
the World.
Baekje Cultural Festival
became famous world
heritage city

The 62nd Baekje Cultural Festival has been held in Buyeo-gun for
10 days. In the festival, people could see the history, spirit of art and
culture of the ancient kingdom ‘Baekje’ even it’s 1,400 years after
from the fall of the kingdom. The opening ceremony was held with
the theme performance, Haphwasik(a ceremony that combine two
fires as one to celebrate festival) of Baekje Honbul(spiritual fire) and
torch-lighting ceremony in the main stage of Junglimsaji(Junglimsa
Temple).
62nd Baekje Cultural Festival

The Junglimsaji area that the main stage will be installed has
decorated with splendid lights to express the beauty of great
kingdom Baekje and caught visitors’ eyes by various types of lights
and razer shows. Especially, this year is 1 year anniversary of the
festival after it designated as historical areas(Gwanbuk-ri heritage,
Busosan castle, Junglimsaji, Neungsan-ri Ancient tumbs, Nasung)
to the world heritage sites.
And this year, Cungnam-do wants to make the festival as an

The firework show on the eve of the 62ndBaekjeCulturalFestival
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urban festival, so they set up 4 sections(History&Culture, Playful
Entertainments, Enjoyable Activities, Educatin) to show the

Sabian parade in The 62ndBaekje Cultural Festival

Baekje Kings Festival

festival’s identity, and will provide historical culture, experience and
performance based playful entertainments, interests and fun based
enjoyable activities and hands-on experiences and learning based
education program to improve their image as one of the world
heritage cities.
Also, the highlight of the festival is the scene light which shows
the original identity of Baekje. They use LED display to express
artistic characteristic of Baekje ‘Simple but not humble, and colorful

Ceremony of paying tribute to the loyal dead,
the Suicide Squad of 5,000Worriers

but not loud’ so it will bring visitors into the history for a moment.
To express the feeling of the ancient kingdom, they use the golden

of the capital to Sabi, made Suktop-ro very energetic space. And

color light to Junlimsaji and use the comfortable typed light in

people enjoyed various kinds of food at the central market, unique

Suktop-ro area for visitors’ visual comfort.

creation street and Buyeo market, and at the square of Buyeo
market, people enjoyed various street food.

Magic, play, clown and busking performance kinds of street
parades were held in 3 individual small performing art halls, a

Buyeo-gun developed various programs to improve a quality

night parade ‘Feeling of Baekje Sabi(downtown of Baekje)’ by using

of the festival so visitors that visited the festival in this year might

LED clothes, a street performance for reappearing the energetic

fell in love with the history, culture and scent of Baekje. The 63rd

downtown Sabi, and Madangguk(one of traditional Korean

Baekje Cultural Festival will be more fantastic, so please have more

performance), which was the King Seong’s story of transferred

expectations and interests to the festival.
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Amazing Culture of Chungcheongnam-do - ②

Culture_
Attraction

Korea’s oldest Chimi excavated
at Buyeo Wangheungsa
Temple Site

‘Chimi’ of the Eastern
Seungbang building site in
Wangheungsa Temple Site
▼

Unveiling Baekje Chimi which roofed Eastern
Seungbang building in the 6thcentury

National Buyeo Research
Institute of Cultural Heritage
Administration(Manager Bae
Byeong-seon) restores Baekje
Chimi, which was unearthed
during excavation investigation
on Wangheungsa Temple Site
located in Gyuam-myeon,
Buyeo-gun, Chungchengnamdo in2013-2014(Chapter 427
of historical landmark) and
reveals it to the public for the
first time at the National Palace
Museum on 3rdofthismonth.
*Chimi: It is a decorated roof tile which is common in East Asian
Traditional Architecture. It plays roles in raising dignity of the
building and expelling ghost by roofing the building’s opposite site
ends of Yong Ma ru(the ridge of a roof) with it.
Buyeo Wangheungsa Temple Site is a historic relic that National
Buyeo Research Institute has been conducting academic excavation
investigation 15 times since 2000. In particular, in 2007, it is a temple
site which gained great attention because Sarira Reliquary(Chapter
1767 of treasure) was discovered and this is the oldest one ever
found in South Korea. *Sarira Reliquary: It includes Sarigi container
for sarira, Sarigam where put Sarigi and all sorts of offerings which
are enshrined with Sarigi.
When it is compared with decorated antefix patterns and
excavated other artifacts, Chimi which will be revealed this time is
estimated to have been made in the founding of the Wangheungsa
Temple(Around A.D. 577) and the Chimi is being considered as
not only a precious data providing comprehensive information on
roof tile production technique, building technique and the style of
architecture of Sabi period but also the oldest one among other
ancient Chmis so far like Chimi of the ruined temple of Busosan
Panoramic view of Buyeo Wangheungsa Temple Site
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Mountain and Chimi of Mireuksa Temple Site. It has been guessed
that unearthed Chimi was made as an entire body, and then fired in a
kiln. The each piece of tile was unearthed from the site of northern
and southern ends of the Eastern Seungbang building and this is
the first time that 1 set tile (2 pieces of the tile) from both left side
and right side of the Yong Ma Ru(the ridge of a roof) was found
together at the same time in the ancient building site. Pieces of the
tile were gone because they fell off the roof and got damaged on the
ground for years. *Seungbang: the place where monks reside
For this reason, only the top half at the southern Chimi and
bottom half at the northern chimi were restored. By using
3-Dimensional image technology, researchers have been able to
recreate restored entire upper and lower image. In this restored 3D
images, Chimi’s height is 123-centimeters tall and maximum width is
74 centimeters wide which means it is around 5 Ja tall and 3 Ja wide
if it is applied to Chinese Namjocheock(1 Ja=about 24.5 cm).
Chimi of Wangheungsa Temple Site was decorated splendidly
with diamond-shaped lotus, cloud, flowering plant patterns. Over
all, it gives a feeling as if a bird flies up into the air with its tail erect,
sharply describing the tail section of Chimi upward. In this respect,
we could recognize the Baekje’s top-class artisan spirit that elevated
the simple roof decoration into a work of art with splendor and
dignity. Also, the fact that Chimi was used in Seungbang building
where monks live, unlike the well-publicized case that Chimi was
probably used only in the main building or hall of Buddhist temple,
is a noteworthy data that can assume that the rank of the monks was
high at that time.
The excavated Chimi will be once released to the public and
experts who are related at a ‘Foreign Exchange of Baekje , Silla
Roof Tile in the 6-7thcentury’ symposium which is proceeding in an
auditorium of National Palace Museum of Korea on Nov. 3 at 1:30
P.M. and it will be entered and displayed at ‘Baekje Historic Areas of
World Heritage’ which is special exhibition of National Museum of
Korea from Nov. 29th.
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Open Korea·Japan
Ancient Walled City Forum
1stAnniversary for Design atedtothe World
Heritage of Baekje Histori calRemains Area

For celebrating the 1stanniversary-fordesignated to the World
Heritage of Baekje Historical Remains Area, Buyeo-gun opened
Korea·Japan Ancient Walled City Forum in Sabi Hall of Lotte
Buyeo Resort with experts and governors of both counties from
Korea and Japan. The main topic of the forum was preservation
and utilization of ancient walled cities in Korea·Japan.
The forum was hosted by Buyeo-gun and supervised by Altitude
of Baekje Cultural Foundation. Around 300 people attended the
forum including five-governors of local governments in Korea and
Japan, and the governors came forward to share about the case of
preservation and utilization of ancient walled cities in Korea·Japan.
Actually, there is an outside castle ‘Mizuki’, and mountain
fortresses ‘Ozono’ and ‘Kiizo’ in Kyushu, Japan that had been
built by architects with the constructional techniques of Baekje,
and according to ‘Nihon Shoki’, exiled nobles from Baekje had a
relationship with these castles.
In the morning of the day, attendants of the forum visited
Baekje Roof Tile Museum in Jungam-ri, Jangam, they made wishes
on the roof tiles and experienced producing Baekje earthenware,
and visited Nasung and Junglimsaji to remind of universal value of
world heritages. And they discussed about ‘Preservation Policy for
Ancient Walled City in Korea’ and ‘Utilization of Ancient Walled
Cities in Korea·Japan’.
The Head of Buyeo-gun Lee Yong Woo said, “It passed 1,350
years from Baekje’s ruined, but we still can find greatness of Baekje
through their castles and fortresses in Buyeo and Kyushu in Japan.
By this opportunity, we are expecting to build the relationship, share
the information and have more academic exchange with Kyushu.”
Buyeo Na sung(Na castle)
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Greatest
Fall Trip
with Romantic
Sunset of
West Coast
Festivals in West
Coast with Attractions,
Enjoyments and Food

Boryoung Muchangpo Harbor Jumbo Shrimp·Gizzard Shad Festival (9.24 – 10.9)

2016 Muchangpo King Prawn·Gizzard Shad Festival will be held in Muchangpo
harbor area in Boryoung where famous for a miracle sea route. This festival is
hosted by Muchangpo Festival Committee and supervised by Boryoung-si and has
many kinds of events and activities like tasting a gizzard shad and jumbo shrimp,
and picking a jumbo shrimp and clam at a mudflat.
There will be a lot of activities in a festival period like bare hands fishing, short
neck clam picking, miracle sea route and Doksal fishing(one of traditional methods
to catch fish. Usually, use the ebb and flow). Also, at 5P.M. every day, a singing
contest and Pumba performance(Korean gypsy performance) will be held, so
visitors and locals can have a lot of fun in the festival.
There is a Korean proverb that describes a taste of gizzard shad, ‘The smell of
grilling gizzard shad makes a comeback of a daughter in law who left from home’.
Gizzard shad is super famous for its savory taste. Especially, gizzard shad saves
fats inside of their body to prepare winter, so it has a great taste from middle of
September to beginning of October.
Usually, people cook this fish as sashimi, grill with salt or seasoned. It has many
fine bones so it could bother you when you eat the fish, however, the more you
chew, the more flavor you get. And its fine bones contain much calcium, so it’s good
for your health.
And jumbo shrimps are as famous as gizzard shad. Its size is around 20 – 27 and
the biggest and most tasty shrimp around 80 species so many gourmets enjoy eating
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the shrimp in every fall.
Seochun Hongwon Harbor Gizzard Shad and Blue Crab Festival(Nov. 24th–Oct.9th)

‘The 16thSeochunHongwonHarborNaturalGizzardshad· Festival’(Hongwon
Harbor Festival) will be held in near the Hongwon Harbor area, Seo-myeon,
Seochun-gun.
In this year, there will be a lot of activities in the festival for visitors like the guest
singers’ stage, bare hands gizzard shad fishing, traditional play experience, treasure
hunt and bubble play. Especially, visitors can have a big fun with attractions, food
and entertainments in the festival like special product stores and an amateur singing
contest.
From the middle to last part of September, the fine bones of gizzard shad are
being tender with a lot of fat, so people can have an original taste of gizzard shad in
this period. And blue crabs, especially male blue crabs have an amazing taste in this
period and spring season.
The representative of the Festival Committee of Hongwon Harbor Kim Sang Tae
said, “The haul of gizzard shad and blue crabs was huge this year, so come enjoy the
taste of gizzard shad with your folks. Beautiful seascape is additional.”
There is a pavilion named ‘DongbaekJung’ which famous for amazing glow of
the setting sun of the west coast. And at the broad sea, there are Wolhaseong(Wolha
castle) and Biinsundori Wetland Experience Cennter, so people can experience shell
gathering. This place is becoming a famous family weekend trip course.
Hongsung Namdang Harbor Jumbo Shrimp Festival

‘Hongsung Namdang Harbor Jumbo Shrimp Festival’ will be open in a Namdang
harbor area, seobu-myeon, Hongsung-gun.
Namdang harbor is a class 1 seaport that is famous for beautiful seascape, and the
harbor is a clean seaport so many kinds of sea lives are captured in this harbor like
blue crabs, cockles and webfoot octopuses.
From the beginning of September to the middle of October, many gourmets visit
the harbor to eat jumbo shrimps because as the autumn advanced, jumbo shrimps
get bigger and its taste becomes rich.
There will be many sorts of activities like an amateur signing contest, kite-flying
and custom play. Especially, ‘Bare Hands Jumbo Shrimp Fishing’ is the most famous
one because people can feel thills by catching jumbo shrimps on their hands. Also,
they can eat jumbo shrimps right away which they catch in the event. Children can
enjoy this event for free.
On the main stage of the festival, there will be an amateur singing festival, guest
singers’ stages and many kinds of performances. And don’t forget to buy delicious
blue crabs at cheap price in special product stores.
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Energetic Life
with Clean nature and Healthy Energy

The Health Festival of
Citizens of the World,
‘2017 Geumsan World Ginseng Expo’

Chungnam-do and Guemsan-gun announced in the opening
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could be a big part of the bio industry.

of the 33rdGeunsanGinsengFestivalthattheywillhold‘Geumsan

In 2017, we will show the people in the world that ginsengs

GinsengWorldExpo’innextyear.Themainreasontoholdthisexpo

can be a part of humankinds’ science and culture through the

isthatthemarketofginsengindustryisgoingdownsotheywillbreak

expo in Geumsan. With the main slogan of the event ‘The

throughthishardshipbyholdingthisexpoandalsotheyagreedthatt

root of life’, Geumsan want to share their happiness of the

heyneedtoadvertiseexcellenceofGoryeo(Korean)ginseng.

third year harvest.

Chungnam-do wants to share their happiness of the third

In this expo, they will communicate with ginseng industries

year harvest with people in the world in ‘2017 Geumsan

all over the world and will prepare various sorts of events

World Ginseng Expo’. In 2006, we discovered potential health

like hands-on experiences and cultural performances to make

benefits from ginsengs, and in 2011, we proved that ginseng

people can see the history and culture of ginseng, health and

life, industries and sciences, now and future vividly.
Geumsan Ginseng Festival has very long history of 33 years
and if we can combine this experience and the experience of
two ginseng expo, this could be one of world-class festivals.
And with a support from the governor of Chungnam-do,
An Hee Jung and citizens in 15 cities and guns(counties),
this expo will be the great event among all the festivals
in worldwide. We are preparing colorful enjoyments and
everything about ginsengs, so please have a lot of expectation
and interests for the 2017 Geumsan Ginseng Expo.
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Successful
Hot spring Grand Festival·
Forest Culture Fair
Around 620,000 visitors...
Various Events were a success

‘2016 Hot spring Grand Festival & Forest Culture Fair’ had
been done successfully with around 620,000 visitors from all
parts of the country.
According Chungnam-do, this event, ‘The Feast of Wellness
by Coexistence of Breath and Rest’, was held in historical site
‘Deoksan Hot spring’ and
Therefor various events as ‘The 2ndYesanChrysanthemumF
estival’and‘NaepoForestwalkathon’wereheldtogetherwiththefes
tival,morethanhalfmillionpeopleenjoyedthefestivalwiththeirfam
ilies,friendsandloversbymakingmemoriesandfeelingthescentofa
utumn.
Chungnam-do appraised themselves because
▲They attracted around 140,000 more visitors than their
target of 620,000 so they expect it will bling positive effect to
near the area in a direct and indirect way
▲They demonstrated the superiority of Deoksan Hot
Spring by awarding prizes from the prime minister and
government-related organizations
▲Voluntary Crime prevention groups, police officers,
exemplary driver associations and Deoksan citizens worked
together to make the festival safe and clean
▲The Festival that everyone enjoyed
▲Advertised extensively about ‘Yesan, the Healing City’
with a harmony of forests and hot springs.
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And, many of visitors from out of the town used local
accommodations and restaurants so it energized commercial
supremacies around the town.
Especially, Chungnam-do came into its own to contribute
making Doeksan hot spring famous and energizing a hot
spring industry.
Also, they did environmental arrangement with locals and
volunteers to make a clean built-up area and their effort on
the festival to improve their image got reached fruition.
Above that, main tourist attractions like Yesan Stork Park,
Sudeok-sa (Sudeok Temple), Chungii-sa (Chungii Temple) and
Yedang Reservoir were crowded with many visitors so it made
Yesan city more famous as a tourist city.
Authorities of Chungnam-do said, “We are going to be
an industrial tourist city that has stories and healing by the
festivals we have. People will remember Yesan County as an
entrance of Naepo new town and center of Chungnam-do.”
Governor of Yesan Hwang Sun Bong said, “I would never
forget about the people’s smiles in the festival. They seemed
fully enjoyed the festival with their families, friends and lovers
in the forests and hot springs in Yesan city. From now on, we
will provide many amenities like food and attractions so come
enjoy Yesan city with your family.”
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Always Enjoy with Colorful
Attractions and Food

Cheongyang Alps Village
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C h i l g a p s a n ( M t . C h i l g a p ) , a s k n ow n a s A l p s o f
Chungnam-do, is 561m high with many high and low peaks
and famous for wild natural forests.

- Attractions: Ice fountain, Snow sculpture, Iced statue,
Suspension Bridge of Chunjang lake
- Foods: Sagol ssaltteokguk(Sliced Rice Cake Soup),

This mountain has been designated as a provincial park

Haemul pa jeon(Seafood and Green Onion Pancake),

on March 6th,1973,andtheareais32.542㎢ big and adjoined

Deep-fried smelt, Roasted sweet potato, Roasted chestnut,

to 4 myeons. Major attractions of the mountain are

Roasted corn, Roasted bar rice cake and etc. (For groups:

Jungsang, Aheunahopgol(99vellies), Chilgapsanjang(Statue

Cooked curry rice, Black-bean-sauce rice, Pork cutlet)

of Choi Ik Hyun, Chilgapsan song sculptures, etc.),
Cheonjangho(Cheonjang Lake), Jang g oksa(Jang g ok
Temple), Junghyesa(Junghye Temple), natural recreational
forest, and Duryeungseung(Duryeung Castle).
Chilgapsan(561m) is a famous mountain with many high
and low peaks with wild natural forests.
This mountain has been designated as a provincial
park on March 6th,1973,andtheareais32.542㎢ big and
adjoined 4 myeons. Major attractions of the mountain are
Jungsang, Aheunahopgol(99vellies), Chilgapsanjang(Statue
of Choi Ik Hyun, Chilgapsan song sculptures, etc.),
Cheonjangho(Cheonjang Lake), Jang g oksa(Jang g ok
Temple), Junghyesa(Junghye Temple), natural recreational
forest, and Duryeungseung(Duryeung Castle).
And Chungnam-do will open the ‘Chilgapsan Ice
Fountain Festival’ that people can enjoy the winter in the
Alps Village, Jungsan-myeon, Cheongyang-gun. It is an
annual festival that will be opened from December to next
year February.
In the festival, the ice fountain, snow and iced sculptures
in the front entrance of the village will welcome visitors.
Also, there will be a lot of hand-on experience events like
a cow sled, ice sled, tube sled, iced bobsleigh and smelt
fishing. And people can cook and eat Korean countryside
food like roasted sweet potatoes, corns, chestnuts and bar
rice cakes by themselves in the event.
- Activities: Cow sled, Iced sled, Tube sled, Iced
bobsleigh, Smelt fishing, Agricultural sled, Bare hands
smelt fishing, Zip line, horseback riding, Snow coach and
etc.
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